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Kimpact Development Initiative (KDI) is a youth-focused non-profit, non-
partisan, non-governmental organization that advances good governance, 
democratic rights, public policy, and public engagement. We do this by building 
informed and active citizens through capacity development, advancing public 
policies, data-driven advocacy, and reforms that give a more supportive 
environment for citizen-led development. Since March 2014, KDI has worked 
hand-in-hand with local and international bodies to promote peaceful elections 
and active citizen engagement in democratic processes and reforms. KDI has 
administrative structures and partners in all the 36 states of Nigeria. 

About 
Us01
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THE STRENGTH OF 
THE TEAM IS EACH 

INDIVIDUAL MEMBER. 
THE STRENGTH OF EACH 

MEMBER IS THE TEAM.
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To inspire citizen-led democratic development that is 

anchored on the principles of participation, data-driven 

advocacy, strong democratic institutions, and public 

policies.

OUR MISSION

KDI uses in-depth research, capacity development, and 

public policy advocacy with a bottom-up and holistic 

approach, which focuses on individual attitudinal change 

amongst citizens and systematic change in policy and 

practice towards a more supportive environment for 

citizen-led development. 

We support government and policymakers to engage 

citizens in the decisions that affect them. Also, we 

build the capacity of other organizations to work more 

effectively with and for young people.

OUR APPROACH
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Democratic 
Governance 

Peace, Conflict, 
and Security

Youth
Development

OUR THEMATIC
 AREAS

KDI believes that democratic gov-

ernance is one of the keys to de-

velopment. Good governance is a 

result of effective and strong dem-

ocratic institutions. KDI views the 

development of these institutions 

as a critical component of its mis-

sion. It is through improved gover-

nance that the benefits of demo-

cratic development most directly 

impact the lives of citizens

The rising insecurity and instability 

in Nigeria have continued to remain 

a daunting challenge. With the un-

derstanding that there can be no 

sustainable development without 

peace, KDI believes her programs 

and initiatives can bring innovative 

peacebuilding interventions, ulti-

mately resulting in tranquility. 

Youth development represents one 

of our core focus. We believe that 

the youth in any society is the en-

gine of growth and development; 

they are the critical masses of peo-

ple whose action and inaction can 

develop or destroy the hegemo-

nies/fabrics of their society. Young 

people can be relevant even if they 

double their age. A youth of 25years 

old today, if the age is doubled or 

multiplied by 2 will still be relevant 

to the nation at 50 years old. Our 

youth program targets female and 

male youth, youth with disabilities, 

rural youth, out-of-school youth, 

unemployed youth, youth in con-

flict, illiterate youth, and youth in 

diaspora.
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Young people should be at the forefront of global 
change and innovation. Empowered, they can be key 
agents for development and peace. If, however, they 
are left on society’s margins, all of us will be impover-
ished. Let us ensure that all young people have every 

opportunity to participate fully in the lives of their 
societies. 

Kofi Annan.

“
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OUR CORE VALUES

ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

Integrity

Excellence

Accountability
Gender Sensitivity

Creativity

Commitment
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KDI has a board of trustees which provide oversight of the organization. It is responsible for policy 
formulation that enables KDI to achieve her objectives. The management team is headed by the Executive 
Director, who manages the organization’s day-to-day activities.

OUR BOARD 
STRUCTURE

Dr. Abiola Akiyode 
Board Chairman

Rotimi Olawale 
Member

Bukola Idowu 
Member

Femi Adefila 
Member

Kehinde Adeniyi 
Member

Dare Adeoye 
Advisory Board Member
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02
KDI is organized into five departments; Administration and Human Resource; Programs; Fi-

nance; Research, Monitoring & Evaluation; Media and Communications. To enhance efficiency 

and quality service delivery, each department is structured into units.

Each of our programs took its root from our thematic areas, which is also weaved around our 

4-year strategic and engagement action plan.  Programs and Programs department is now 

divided into:

Our
Programs

Elections

Policy Advocacy

Peace, Conflict and 
Security
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KDI understands the importance of data-based engage-

ment, KDI empowers the citizens and other stakeholders 

by demystifying complex democratic data from in-depth 

research towards inspiring citizens to participate in gov-

ernance. This has over the years become obvious in her 

programming, intervention and engagement with stake-

holders including the citizens. This prompted KDI to incor-

porate research in all her program sub-unit.

An election is an integral part of representative democracy 

that prevails across the world. It remains a stabilizing 

factor in any democratic society. It is almost impossible to 

talk about democracy without making implicit reference to  

election.

KDI believes elections constitute the body, soul, and 

spirit of democracy. However, how credible and peaceful 

an election is; determines its democratic measurement. 

KDI has close to a decade of experience working on 

elections; we support election management bodies and 

other relevant stakeholders. KDI promotes free and fair 

elections by facilitating and intensifying voter education 

and  sensitization to deepen electoral democracy in 

Nigeria.

 KDI election program is carved up into five key pillars:

Elections 
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The effective resolution of electoral complaints is integral to the integ-

rity and legitimacy of an election. If the rules governing the resolution of 

the election do not provide for effective remedies, or if judges are biased 

or poorly trained, the adjudication process can destabilize governments, 

undermine public trust, and engender violence.  To avoid all of these, 

KDI monitors the Election Petition Tribunal (EPT) process to ascertain 

the tribunal’s compliance to EPT guidelines, the Constitution, Electoral 

Act 2010 as amended, and other extant laws and policies. KDI deploys 

trained monitors using quantitative and qualitative data gathering tools; 

a comparative analysis would be done with previous tracking efforts to 

proffer recommendations for the electoral systems. 

Electoral Justice

Electoral Conflict and Security
KDI seeks to see active and peaceful participation in elections; given 

this, KDI’s violence tracking initiative is deeply rooted in internation-

al instruments and standards, which protect the right of all people to 

participate in the electoral process in a peaceful and safe environment. 

In every election, KDI through VTrack powered by Nigeria Election Vi-

olence Report uses a scientific approach (in-depth research) to gather 

electoral violence data by trained citizens to monitor and report elector-

al violence. These data are disaggregated to provide an impartial voice 

on electoral violence with the ultimate goal of ending the culture of im-

punity and informing relevant stakeholders in numbers why security of 

lives and properties matters during elections. 

KDI, in her electoral conflict prevention, mitigation and, resolution ap-

proach, provides stakeholders and influencers with the necessary tools 

and skills needed to anticipate, mitigate and prevent violence around 

elections through peacebuilding activities.  
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Electoral Research

Citizen Participation

KDI conducts quantitative and qualitative research on elections to con-

tribute to the body of knowledge on elections. Furthermore, in every 

election, KDI deploys her pre-election Election Security Risk Assess-

ment (ESRA) tool to elicit citizens’ views and opinions towards project-

ing factors and actors that could constitute violence in elections.  KDI 

electoral research efforts drive advocacy on electoral reforms under-

taken by election management bodies, parliaments, civil society, media 

etc. KDI research findings are usually published and made available in all 

our events and websites.

KDI inspires citizen-led democratic development by building active and 

informed citizens. Citizens are at the core of our initiatives; this is obvi-

ous in electoral violence prevention and mitigation interventions, poli-

cy advocacies, workshops, and media engagements. Also, KDI uses the 

high-quality civic learning experiences of Kimpact Democracy School to 

build next-generation leaders who nurture and protect democracy. Fur-

thermore, this is done periodically to facilitate increased and informed 

youth political participation. 

KDI provides electoral assistance to Electoral Management Bodies 

(EMBs) to increase their capacity to work with data and supports the 

Election administrators and Institute with in-depth research finding to 

enhance their planning. KDI supports civic and voter education pro-

grams, building the long-term capacity of institutions.

Electoral Support
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Photo Gallery
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Likewise, KDI thrives that her programming leaves no one behind. Women make up 49.6% of the entire world popula-

tion and with this understanding, KDI is intentional about barriers that hamper women from reaching their full poten-

tials, especially politically. Gender inequalities and women’s political under-representation have been a global issue 

that requires attention. Although, there has been progress over the last decades: more girls are going to school, more 

women are serving in parliament and leadership positions, and laws are being reformed to advance gender equality. De-

spite these gains, many challenges remain: discriminatory laws and social norms remain pervasive. Women continue to 

be underrepresented at all levels of political leadership. Violence against women in elections and politics persists. KDI 

programming seeks to see increased women’s political participation by advocacy for the removal of legal barriers, KDI 

also build strong participatory VAWIE prevention strategy.

The rising insecurity and instability 

in Nigeria have continued to remain 

a daunting challenge. With the 

understanding that there can be no 

sustainable development without peace, 

KDI believes her programs and initiatives 

can bring innovative peacebuilding 

interventions. Ultimately resulting in 

tranquility. KDI approach to ensuring a 

peaceful society is seen in three major 

areas 

Peace, Conflict and Security
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Often, the needs of women and girls have been 

neglected in post-conflict policy response and as-

sistance programs. It is essential to understand the 

links between gender and security. Gender is often 

at the core of creating sustainable peace and se-

curity. In the state of calamity and conflict, gender 

inequalities, corruption, and discrimination against 

women flourishes. KDI ensures that in post-con-

flict and post-pandemic, gender equality is main-

streamed into policy response and assistance pro-

grams. KDI assesses the implication of exclusion, 

proffer policy recommendations, and its practica-

bility to decision-makers.

Gender-Responsive Peacebuilding

Conflict at the community level is a global issue 

that requires innovative intervention. KDI employs 

a participatory approach to conflict prevention. 

KDI provides local and community leaders and in-

fluencers with the needed skills, knowledge, and 

tools to predict and prevent conflicts. Even in elec-

tions, KDI deploys her early warning indicators to 

predict, understand, and tackle the structural and 

immediate drivers of conflict

Community Conflict Prevention

KDI holds in high esteem in-depth research to ap-

proach all interventions. KDI supports a global 

framework on Women, Peace, and Security Indica-

tors, piloting and integrating the WPSI into an early 

warning system for effect prediction. 

Peace Building/Conflict Research 
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NONE OF US 
IS AS SMART AS 

ALL OF US.
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KDI recognizes the need for effective data advocacy, so KDI has created a niche for herself in using data to establish 

facts in advocating for change in policies, laws, regulations, distribution of resources, and other decisions that affect 

lives. KDI delivers innovative democratic research that informs policy reforms and decision-making in the political 

landscape. KDI approach this in three significant ways:

 Policy Advocacy
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Policy Lab

Democratic /Social Research 

KDI uses her independent and educational think tank to research 

and analyze public policies to deliver actionable ideas with pro-poor 

and pro-youth approaches. Our researches are made available for 

all through our discussion papers, policy briefs, and reports. 

Policy Advocacy and 
Development

KDI evaluates existing public policies to identify any gap towards 

promoting policy formulation and implementation that is pro-

poor and pro-youth. KDI works closely with relevant ministries, 

departments, and agencies to promote effective policy implemen-

tation. In the case of review, KDI supports legislative actions on 

human-centered policies and facilitates national discussions for 

youth to interface with decision-makers.

KDI continues to use her culture of in-depth research to advance 

gender advocacy and women empowerment. We strongly believe 

that data brings the issue into perspective. KDI supports deci-

sion-makers with the report, factsheet, and technical brief of her 

GBV monitoring efforts. 
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KDI uses data to tell stories in all our advocacies, pub-

lic discourse, and engagement. Furthermore, KDI uses 

the web-based solution to demystify big data to easy to 

comprehend by citizens. This is to give citizen access to 

democratic information, most especially electoral data 

.  

#DataforStory
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VTrack is citizen-led violence tracking 

initiative by Kimpact Development Initia-

tive (KDI) using a scientific approach (in-

depth research) through data gathering 

by trained citizens to quantify violence. 

VTrack has a dedicated website (www.

vtrack.org) that houses data on electoral 

violence in Nigeria since 2015. These inci-

dents are disaggregated to the street level 

to show the victims, perpetrators, and im-

pact of this on our electoral systems. 

Factsheet on gender Based Violence
During Covid-19 Lockdown
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Access Media Network (AMN) is the brainchild of Kimpact 

Development Initiative. It is an impartial and independent 

online media network that creates distinctive content and 

analysis on statewide issues and policies, plus informative 

engagements that stir development conversations and pro-

mote democratic ideals around Nigeria and Africa at large. 

This is because we uphold the philosophy and integrity of 

citizen participation in governance. Our content can be 

listened to on Radio Access (https://www.accessmediang.

live/).

Radio Access combines the power of audio, design, and 

technology to bring together informative and development 

content from around Africa. We are constantly pushing to 

deliver the world’s best listening experience. With our unbi-

ased views on public interest issues and deeply researched 

content, we grant you access to statewide information that 

you can explore easily.

You can listen to Radio Access from Abuja live on Radio 

Garden: https://radio.garden/listen/radio-access/Q13Em-

p4o
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In 2018, before, during, and after the Osun 

governorship election, KDI, through her 

community organizing and mobilization strength, 

mobilizes youth across the state to commit to 

active and peaceful participation in elections. KDI 

facilitated peace discussion across the senatorial 

districts, and over 5000 young people were 

present at the peace march and the peace concert 

with 2face.

#VoteNotFight

Since the 2019 general elections, KDI has used 

globally accepted methodology to monitor 

electoral violence to quantity the extent of 

damage electoral violence has done to the system. 

KDI has used her report to facilitate discussion 

towards electoral reforms and improvement seen 

in Nigeria’s electoral security.     

Violence  Prevention  and   Mitigation

Kimpact 
Impact

Nigeria  Election Violence Report(NEVR) 
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KDI has contributed immensely to youth policy development in 

Nigeria; one of such landmark achievements is the Youth Policy 

Agenda Advocacy in Osun State. KDI aggregated young people’s 

developmental needs in Osun state and advocated its inclusion 

in the budget of relevant MDAs.  We saw the need for a clear and 

strategic Youth Development framework, KDI started legislative 

advocacy for the establishment of a Youth Development 

Commission through the act of parliament .
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Success Story

• In May 2020, the Osun State House of Assembly passed the Osun Youth 

Development Commission Est. Bill 2020.

• The Governor separated the Ministry of Youth from being an appendage 

of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry to a standalone ministry.

• 17 out of 34 recommendations of the OYA were included in the 2020 

state budget. 

• Several other non-budgetary policy recommendations across the state 

are also being implemented. 

3 million Osun citizens were reached to sensitize them of their rights and the 

need to hold the government accountable (This include those reached via 

radio programs on OSBC 104.5FM and RAVE 91.7FM stations)
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KDI, the secretariat of the Supporting Advance-

ment of Gender Equality, has made Gender 

Equality issue a household name in Nigeria. 

Through the advocacy effort of KDI and the 

SAGE national and International working group, 

the president on Friday, 19th March 2021, is 

committed to assenting the gender equality 

provisions in the ongoing constitutional amend-

ment.
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KDI has successfully trained 43 young people at KDS to be next-generation democratic leaders using high-quality 

civic learning experience. KDI inculcates the tenets of democracy in these young ones to have youth devoted to 

nurturing and protecting our democracy. These young ones are now influencing and organizing in their communi-

ty towards social change.
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RESEARCH (Publications)

Creating A Culture of Peace

Election Security Risk Assessment

Available on: www.kdi.org.ng

Nevr Election Security Risk

 Assessment

SAGE Policy Brief Nigeria Election Violence Report

(Edo and Ondo State)

Nigeria Election Violence Report

Facts Sheet
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Available on:www.kdi.org.ng

COVID-19 and Elections

Survey Report

Factsheet on Gender Based 

Violence During COVID-19 

Lockdown

COVID-19 and Elections The Approaching Storm(NEVR 

Factsheets)

Nigerian Election Violence Re-

port(NEVR) Fact sheet 3

Violence Amid COVID-19 

Lockdown
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International Foundation for
Electoral Systems (IFES)

National Democratic 
Institute (NDI) 

United States Department of State 
Bureau of Conflict Stabilization Operations

International Republican 
Institute (IRI)

Generation Democracy/IRI

United States Agency for
International Development

Foreign & Commonwealth
Office

Our Partners
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Find out More
+234 8103947690

www.kdi.org.ng
info@kimpact.org.ng

Twitter.com/@KDI_ng
Instagram:@KDI_ng

www.facebook.com/kdinigeria


